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Are you ready to join an epic, totally immersive story? A story of lies, deceit and betrayal, A story
where your actions will have an impact on the future of destiny. A story whose every choice will shape
the development of your character. And then, along comes the Honnête Knight, An ally who is willing
to help you on your journey. To protect you from the enemies who would rather forget you. To aid in
your quest to claim the strength that has been denied to you... A story full of twists and turns, A story
filled with conflict and controversy, A story where your decisions affect the outcome. A story that will
lead to the power of life or death. Will you choose life and restore the power to all the lands? Or, will
you choose to kill and join with the forces of darkness? A story where your future is written by others,
The other players who are involved in this journey. A story where your fate is the result of your
actions, And you will have to shoulder the responsibility of your choices. A story where something is
missing... Something you are not able to control... Something you don't have the power to change. A
story that will be your fate... The fate of others... Your own destiny! *Every adventure starts from the
beginning, and the story line isn't over yet. You can also continue to play from where you left off!
When your friends play the game, you'll be able to play with them without having to start over! *The
Stakes Are High You can join the Honnête Knight and reach an important stage in the story without
having to start from the beginning, If you aren't satisfied with the choices you have made in the last
chapter. Or if you don't know what to do after the story ends in the midst of a battle. If you think your
allies have given up on you, and you can't find your way out of an important place in the story...
*Stuck in an Agreed-Upon Role, but wish to change to a different Role? Can't find the way out of a
tough spot in the story? If you think the story is in an awkward place and you just can't handle it
anymore... You can quit the game without losing your progress. 1. The Lands Between

Features Key:
North American Playstation 4 and Xbox One game-release only.
AAA development: games that are considered high quality by top Western publishers.
Rights granted by The Hermit Games in USA/CAN.
Afree-to-play business model; you do not need to purchase a license or buy a game to play the game.
A single online network that supports a variety of gameplay modes including Player versus Player.

Need more details? Download the digital copy of The Elden Ring and
Elementals.

Created by Jennifer Scheurich
87% Positive Ratings
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“This game is so legit that you should buy it for yourself and tell your friends so they can play it themselves.”
“The Elder Scrolls meets Diablo! How much more could you ask for?”
“I was surrounded by my friends,

Elden Ring [Latest]
② 5/5. "One of the best in this genre" Soyeon Kim, Bigtongoo, June 20, 2020 ③ 5/5. "One of the best fantasy
RPG of this year" NONJKO, Gudi, July 10, 2020 ④ 5/5. "LOVED its story" Xiaoye Nie, SoftBank Buzz, May 20,
2020 ⑤ 5/5. "A well-made classic fantasy RPG with a great team" Han Seungkon, Softbank Buzz, May 21,
2020 ⑥ 5/5. "I didn't play similar games, but it's an amazing game that I can enjoy" Minji Jung, Gudie, July 10,
2020 ⑦ 4/5. "New concept is rich and wonderful" Kinjoo Park, Google Play, June 27, 2020 ⑧ 5/5. "Very
challenging and original" Woo Sang Keun, Google Play, June 28, 2020 ⑨ 5/5. "Fully satisfied with the overall
game" Shijo Miyao, Dplus, May 27, 2020 ⑩ 4/5. "A very interesting story which I didn't expect" Koh Yoon,
Dplus, May 27, 2020 ⑪ 5/5. "New fantasy game worth your time" Seongwoo Joo, Gamesbeat, June 14, 2020 ⑫
5/5. "Surprising and exciting" Seongwan Kim, Gametome, June 17, 2020 ⑬ 5/5. "The game is really
interesting" Yak Jae Hyeon, Gudie, June 26, 2020 ⑭ 4/5. "A nice game with a variety of different battles"
Hyeong Seon Jeong, Gudie, July 2, 2020 ⑮ 5/5. "It's an original fantasy game" Seokwon Lee, Gudie, June 25,
2020 ⑯ 5/5. "A lot of fun" Ji Yeon, Gudie, June 25, 2020 ⑰ 4 bff6bb2d33
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* Exciting solo battles You can choose the difficulty of your battles by setting up several classes and
recruiting a team of followers. Battle for survival using the tactics you excel in when fighting against a robust
set of enemies. * Mini game TARNISHED The game tasks you with gradually tarnishing your weapons. You
have the rare opportunity to hone your combat skills and hone your ability to craft weapons to a fine point. *
Get stronger as you level-up You can raise your level by feeding your weak followers. As you level up, your
followers will level-up and be able to get stronger than ever. * Supports world with a variety of battles As you
explore the lands between, there are various battles to take part in. You can take on challenges as a
mercenary, or find a reason to revive your fellow followers with one of the many types of events. * A dynamic
narrative You can play the game as you like, with the story being gradually revealed through exploration and
conversation. You can play the story in a way that suits you. The role of the main character, the Elden Ring, is
truly in your hands. * An asymmetrical online multiplayer You can directly connect to others through an
online multiplayer feature. Play as a mercenary, a follower, or a follower who causes trouble. * Buy all the
items you want There are various items to equip to your character, and crafting items as well. BATTLE • Allnew battles! – The battles are very lively and enjoyable. • Exciting battles! – Your enemy will turn into a beast
and you’ll even get a battle with a boss! • Various battles – The battle will keep evolving with the level of
difficulty as you enter more challenging battles. CRAFTING • Various crafting! – The methods to craft and
raise your follower’s level are diverse and expansive. • A variety of Follower Classes! – There are many
different classes that will support you in battle. • Higher Ranks of Crafting! – By joining Craft Guilds, you can
obtain the crafting materials needed to craft stronger items. BATTLE • Guide your followers using your own
skill in battle • Generates Item Drop : The game not only increases the number of items on the field but also
gives lots of special items. Some items also contribute to the battle and can be used to control your party. •
Battle with a Boss : Based on the level

What's new:
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MODULE 1: THE LAND BETWEEN.
Travel to the Lands Between, a vast, open world full of adventure!
The mystical lands between Farica and Brendlín that lie between
Farica and Rhythim, among a Europe that has lost its magical power.
Adventure in the Void which is comprised of many simultaneous
worlds, and cross the 7,620 miles via a motorbike. In the Void, the
Elden Lords battle monsters and other adventurers. Visit the ancient
ruins scattered through the lands.
Submitted on Sat, 24-Apr-2015 00:46:54 MODULE 1: PLAYERS and
LOOTSystem Players: 10-50Falling Drop: 1Note: your character will
start with a specific skill at Level 1. Even if you do not meet the entry
requirements, they will ask for which one to use. If you do not want
them to set a specific skill, enter "16". Players: 1-20: 4.0 Summoned
by Yugi. Summoned with parts of an unidentified card.Elden Lords:
20-50: 5.0 Summoned by Ragewarriors. Summoned with parts of a
Mythic Rare Tunic. This item does not leave the premises of your
party.Elden Lords and Mythic Rare Tunic: 20-50: 16.0 Summoned with
a Wand of 4 Magic. Few item cards of potential use when creating
new cards such as Items of Powerful Affinity, Black List, Gear of
Unlimited GRV, Legendary Gear of Rowena, Legendary Gear of
Setieyn.Beasts: 20-50: 12.0 Summoned by Lugua and Unukalhai. It
joins your party as a member. Skill: Strength +3, 2: Attack +2, Deals
3 damage for each monster in your hand.Elden Lords to play your
deck: 20-50: 7.0 Summoned by Beatrix and G-rank gear cards. This
unique item is covered by 3 "G" rank cards. The effect changes
depending on the moment, from 3 Character from which you draw 7
random cards to Split your Battle, Fire / Water. Has this effect "Level
1: You can Summon 2 Level 1 Elden Lords. Level 2: You can Summon
5 Level 1 Elden Lords. Level 3: You can Summon 12 Level 1 Elden
Lords." You can also Summon up to 5 cards
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1. Unrar. 2. Burn or mount the image. 3. Install the game. 4. Copy the
cracked content from the destination folder to the game install dir
(default: C:\Program Files\Wukong Games\Elden Ring). 5. Play the
game. General Elden Ring is a role-playing action game developed by
Wukong Games and published by XSEED Games. The game centers on
a female protagonist named Risen who wields the power of the Elden
Ring, an ancient artifact that supposedly gives its wielder magical
powers. After the protagonist is mysteriously transported to a world
called “the Lands Between,” she is forced to explore vast and diverse
lands in order to escape from the “Gods of Red.” Controls The only
control scheme utilized in the game is the mouse and keyboard. The
game’s controls emulate those of a traditional role-playing game, as
would be expected by a game that can be played with a mouse and
keyboard. Various hotkeys, such as the ability to pause gameplay,
can be assigned to mouse buttons to provide quick access.
Additionally, inventory items can be opened and accessed by
accessing the mouse scroll wheel, and items can be equipped to
characters and objects by clicking the inventory icon in the bottomright corner of the screen. An auto-save feature and an autosave
feature in the world map or exploration map are both utilized to
provide a sense of safety. Gameplay The main story of Elden Ring
takes the form of a traditional role-playing game, with a lengthy
linear plot that is split into several main chapters. In the main story,
Risen explores the main world map, which is full of various quests,
encounters, and NPCs. The main storyline can be split into several
different stories, each with their own main settings, character and
quest designs, and scripted events. In addition to the main story,
there are multiple side stories that follow a secondary protagonist.
One side story is a battle against dangerous enemies with a huge
number of the foe called Berserkers. Another side story is the faction
of the Gods of Red, who worship a false “God” that aims to gather
the souls of Elden Ring users. Lastly, there is a side story that
follows the fate of the protagonist’s younger sister. In terms of
features, Elden Ring has several substantial aspects. The main
feature is combat, which
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roid & iOS Beta Test

ron has started to give feedback after the successful iOS beta test.
nk you for your support!

ver Maintenance
maintenance work is completed. We apologize for the inconvenience.

er Scrolls Online Website Update

n though the ArenaNet is preparing new content and players are
oying the game in Early Access, we felt it is important to provide a
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solidated view of what is going on in the game. We updated our
site and added some pages regarding the game that cover a variety
opics, including the game play, the server issues, and the regular
ates. Let’s check it out! Here is the link: >

e-Playing Arena

are planning to build a new arena system with modifications in order
llow RDO members to play a more mature role-playing game. Quests
tasks related to role-playing will be added. Although

tem Requirements:

Windows 7, 8, 10 CPU: Intel Core i5 2.40 GHz or equivalent Memory: 4
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 770 / AMD Radeon R9 290X or equivalent Hard
k: 10 GB DirectX: Version 11 Net Framework 4.5 Sound Card: DirectX
patible sound card. Additional Notes: The game requires the Steam
rlay to be installed. It can be downloaded here: Install the game:
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